Celebration

This crossword by Eunice Willson Rice '34 originally ran in the winter 1987 issue of the Quarterly, in celebration of Mary Lyon's 190th birthday and the 150th anniversary of the founding of the College. Solution on page 9.

**ACROSS**

1. Secure
4. Venetian Republic magistrate
8. Grand ________, Evangeline's home.
11. Oldest house on MH campus
14. Pilot's concern: (abb.)
17. Black cuckoo
18. What every human does
19. Practitioner of witchcraft
20. On the summit of
22. Imbue with color
23. “________ Traveler,” well-known tune
25. Foreign ingredient
27. End of TGIF respite
28. With 59A: “All hope abandon...?”
29. Churchillian letter
31. Certain records
32. Malayan wild ox
34. Advocate with importance
36. What bubble-gum chewers do ad nauseam
39. The Good Neighbor
41. Uncomfortable lie for golfer
44. Nickname useful to Henry VIII?
45. Spread by rumor
46. With 126A: morning bells are ringing!
48. Saltpeter: comb. form
49. Near Eastern trouble
50. The Romans called Tirol “Rhaetia” ________ “______ba”
51. Kingly
53. 12 to 3 and 4, 10 to 5 and 2: abb.
55. Edgar A. Poe was a student here: abb.
59. see 28A
60. Penetrating effect of sharp sensation
61. WWII beachhead
63. Yugoslavian coin
64. Exams supply the students, the ans.
66. Hector Hugh Munroe
67. Deprive of wind, as a sail
68. Can't you guess?
74. Castilian ceremonial review
75. Campus building homonym
76. Wrack
77. Bordeaux brother
78. Serious infection, for short
79. Underground railway
81. As far as West Africa: abb.
85. Abnormally developed sac
86. Deliberate deception
87. Twenty: comb. form
89. Provide a new crew for MH governor
92. Wood-trimming tool
94. MH VIP
96. Type of restraint deplored by editors
97. Staggered dizzyly
99. Folk remedy for bruises and sprains
100. With 68B, former MH VIP
102. No lab can operate without them: abb.
103. Half a game of pelota
104. Sanskrit language
105. _______ C. Bank backer: abb.
106. Knave of clubs in loo
108. See 8D
120. New Guinea seaport
121. Che sarà_______
122. Rocinante, for example
123. Egyptian sun-god
124. Victim of Dutch blight
125. Periodontist's degree: abb.
126. See 46A
127. Madrid Matron: abb.
128. Chance to display class colors permanently
129. British equivalent of 55A
130. _______ pro nobis
131. When ______ last in the door-yard bloomed”
132. Organized a plan for
133. Roman calendar: abb.
134. Maintains in equilibrium
135. Sixth sense: abb.
136. “The _______ is too much with us”
137. Mountain nymph
138. Vintage violin
139. tumultuous contest
140. Way off yonder
141. Intermediate support for bridge spans
142. Tree on the College seal
143. Opening word of famed epic
144. _______ pro nobis
145. Users of this brought Olympic fame to MH
146. Apprentice politicians?: abb.
147. See 57D

**DOWN**

1. Women's Branch of RAF
2. Crucifixion abbreviation
3. Goddess of Victory
4. Part of neurological network
5. Conjunctions
6. See 68D
7. Existence
8. With 60D and 108A: every serious student's goal
10. Sleeper easily for own advantage
11. Students weren't allowed to have them in the Good Old Days
12. Panay native
13. Add
14. Esteem
15. See 68D
16. Principle of faith
17. Apollo's priestess at Delphi
18. Required reading for MH graduates (!)
19. Campus recreation area
20. Const. amendment surely favored by MH
21. MH super-celebration
22. Greek Earth-goddess: var. sp.
23. Vesuvius's rival
24. Every freshman characteristically does this
25. Soul
26. Latin death deity
27. Air pollution
28. Pentateuch
29. Siberian nomad's tent
30. The one at Gordium
31. Const. amendment
32. Fume passed from one class to the next
33. Stir the restless wave"
34. Tricked
35. _______ pro nobis
36. Olympic fame to MH
37. Strode between Borneo and Celebes: abb.
38. Fast food store, for short
39. Wavy: heraldic term
40. With 51D and 6D: freshman ice cream parlor?
41. Cinnabar and pyrites, maintain in equilibrium
42. Chanter, for instance
43. Eighth: comb. form
44. Flame passed from one class to the next
45. MH father was first to achieve it
46. Ex-boot-camper's first dormitory
47. Fro's companion
48. Previously owned
49. All: comb. form
50. U.S. Army's first woman pilot
51. “Whose _______ doth bind the restless wave” See 8D
52. Demand for MH graduates (!)
53. Fast food store, for short
54. Fashioned from an Olde Stylish
55. Protruberance [sic]
56. Less rare than formerly around MH
57. “When _______ last in the door-yard bloomed”
58. _______ pro nobis
59. Organized a plan for
60. Roman calendar: abbrev.
61. Maintains in equilibrium
62. Sixth sense: abbrev.
63. The _______ is too much with us”
64. Mountain nymph
65. Vintage violin
66. Tumultuous contest
67. Way off yonder
68. Intermediate support for bridge spans
69. Tree on the College seal
70. Opening word of famed epic
71. Tricked
72. _______ pro nobis
73. Olympic fame to MH
74. Apprentice politicians?: abbrev.
75. See 57D